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Your role : 

We are looking for a System Engineer to help us deploy our solution at a larger scale. Your mission will 
be to develop and maintain a set of tools to improve the reliability, the security and to ensure that our 
solution operates properly. 

Your tasks: 

- Improve the network architecture of the solution (VPN) 
- Provide support for the Operations’ team from a network infrastructure perspective 
- Communicate about our network architecture with partners and clients (firewalls, 

gateways…) 
- Configure and maintain the development and validation environments 
- Ensure that the IT security policy is applied 
- Monitoring of the solution installed on-premise and their security 

Do you have experience in network infrastructure, managing servers and automate their 
maintenance? 
Do you want to join a start-up in the medical field with an innovative solution? 
Do you want a job that makes sense with a societal impact? 
 
The Kaspard solution 
Active in nursing homes and hospitals, Kaspard is an innovative, contactless and non-intrusive 
solution that detects falls and wandering. 
 
In 3 years, the company has developed a unique and efficient solution and is present in the 
largest European groups. We are a team of 10 motivated and competent people who combine 
the start-up spirit with the excellence that is essential in our sector. 
Our vision is to bring real time and quality information to improve the quality of care. 

              For its Head office situated in Brussels, Kaspard is looking for a (m/f): 

                                    System Engineer 
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- Backup the systems 

 

 
The desire profile: 

 
 

You already have a few years of experience in a similar position. You want to use your reactivity and 
your creativity to design secure and reliable systems to increase the well-being of our elderly. 

Know-how 
- Master or Bachelor in Information Technology 
- Linux and containers 
- Scripting (shell and Python) 
- IT security 
- Network (VPN, SSH, firewall, load balancing) 
- Rigorous and organized 
- Autonomous and pro-active 
- Adaptable 
- French speaking is mandatory 

  

Soft skills 
- Curious, open 
- Respectful and attentive 
- Shares the vision and values 
- Collaborative: building the company's future as a team 

- Fun: working seriously while having fun ☺ 

  
 
Why apply ? 
 

- We offer a key position for future developments. You will be part of a young and dynamic - 
team in a fast-moving company. 

- You will be able to develop and grow with the team. 
- You can join a high-performance organization with an important societal impact. 

- We offer an attractive package. 
 
 
Interested ? 
Send us your CV and letter of application directly to benedicte@becomm.biz.  
Your application will be dealt with in the strictest confidence and in compliance with the protection of 
privacy act.  
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